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INSURING
INTERNATIONAL
CLINICAL TRIALS
The approval process for new drugs and
medical devices in the U.S. is expensive and
time consuming. More and more, life
sciences companies are turning to foreign
clinical trials, which offer several
advantages.

� Lower investigator and site costs
� More rapid trial subject enrollment
� Expanded patient population
� Treatment-naïve population (patients less likely to be taking

other drugs)
� Decreased regulatory burden
� Greater prevalence of disease or condition being treated by the

tested drug

Unsurprisingly, the number of foreign clinical trials is increasing.
More than 25% of subjects studied today by theNational Institute of
Health (NIH) are in non-U.S. studies. Approximately 30% of clinical
trials submitted to the Food andDrug Administration (FDA) include
trials conducted outside of the U.S. The number of countries where
the FDA conducts oversight has increased from 28 to 79. The number
of investigators in the FDA database participating in global research
has grown sixteen fold in the past decade1. It appears that foreign
clinical trials are here to stay.

INCREASING FOREIGN
REGULATIONS
Foreign clinical trials, however, are no panacea.Many foreign
governments and regulators are developing laws and guidelines
governing how trials should be conductedwhich can result in amore
complicated process. Many of these regulations attempt to
standardize procedures and streamline the process. Unfortunately,
some have had the opposite effect. One example is the European
UnionDirective onGood Clinical Practice. While this directive was

intended to reduce the bureaucracy and
homogenize the regulations that have slowed
trials in the E.U., it failed to eliminate the
need for clinical trial approval in each
country. Each country issued its own
interpretation of the directive and in some
countries ethics committees have decided to
issue their own local regulations.

1 These statistics were reported in The Globalization of Clinical Trials,
published by the U.S. Department of Health andHuman Services.
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INSURANCE
REQUIREMENTS
Regulation is not the only factor that can bring
the clinical approval process to a screeching halt.
Theymay get less attention, but insurance requirements can be
just as burdensome. Most countries regulate the insurance that
must be in place before approval can be granted by their ethics
committees. The requirements are widely disparate and can create
chaos without proper consideration before filing for approval. Even
if insurance is not compulsory, insurance coverage is required by
most national ethics committee as a condition of trial approval. In
some countries, drug companies may be able to meet insurance
requirements with a U.S.-issued clinical trials policy that includes
worldwide territorial language. For example, drugmakers can often
use a U.S. policy to cover trials in the U.K. But most jurisdictions
require admitted insurance, meaning a policy written locally by an
insurer authorized to transact business under the country’s
insurance laws.

In some countries, a policy must be effective and the premium
paid before evidence of insurance can be issued. It can take weeks
to obtain coverage and, even when funds are wired to pay
premium, it can take up to a week for the banking transaction to be
confirmed. This process can cause unexpected delays in ethics
committee approval.

Some countries clearly define the required limits of liability while
others leave this open-ended. Also, youmay be asked to provide a
separate policy for each trial if multiple trials are being conducted
in one country.

CERTIFICATE
REQUIREMENTS
One of the biggest stumbling blocks to
getting trial approval is obtaining and
submitting a correct certificate of insurance.
Certificate requirements vary by country.
Some countries require a separate certificate
for each clinical site and some want detailed
information such as the principle
investigator and institution included (and
spelled correctly) on each certificate.
Precise instructions and accuracy canmean
the difference between quick processing and
a serious delay.

DIC/DIL
It is common for U.S. policies to be written
with difference-in-conditions/difference-in-
limits (DIC/DIL) language in policy forms. A
common program structure would have a
U.S. policy covering U.S. trials and any
foreign trials that do not require local
admitted coverage. Individual policies
would be issued in countries that require it,
and the U.S. DIC/DIL language would sit
over those admitted policies.
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INSURANCE COMPANY
CAPABILITY
AND CAPACITY
Several U.S. insurers are licensed to write U.S.
policies plus locally admitted policies in many of
the countries requiring local placement.
Unfortunately for buyers, no single insurer issues
both U.S. policies and all foreign policies.
Each insurer has its list of countries and no two lists are the same.
Some of the largest U.S. drug trial insurers do little or no foreign
placements at all.

Even if insurers could write in every country, it is unlikely they
would write all the policies for a widely distributedmulticountry
trial. An insurer issuing a U.S. policy and several stand-alone
foreign policies, each with its own limit, could be faced with paying
out multiple policy limits for related claims. If, for example, an
insurer writes a U.S. policy covering several trials with a policy limit
of $10million and also writes admitted coverage for the same client
in three countries, each with a $5million limit, the insurer now has
$25million limits at risk. If the client wants to conduct a trial in
additional countries, the insurer will probably decline, their
capacity tapped out. The client will need to find at least one
additional insurer to complete their program.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Conducting clinical trials can be risky business, and complying with
foreign clinical trials’ regulatory issues is a complicated process. One
adverse event can put a sponsor out of business. But the trend
toward global clinical trials will continue as long as sponsors seek
approval for new treatments. A properly designed riskmanagement
and insurance program can assure compliance, protect trial subjects
and safeguard the viability of companies involved in the business of
seeking out newways to improve human lives.
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